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The department of planning and the land development group within the bureau of 
engineering failed to notify the owner of any decision on this application since the 
submittal of the petition back in May 2007. Instead, we had to find out last week by 
asking the land development group on the outcome of the planning department findings. 

City planning reports: 
The Planning Department finds That Vacating the respective public right-of-way would 
adversely affect future transportation patterns by eliminating opportunities for future 
public transit improvements in the Palm-mar Vista-Del Rey Community plan area. 

Response: 
The 1ight of way is neither consistent, nor long (see attached map). The right-of Way has 
been deeded over at Keystone Avenue, less than two blocks from the subject. In 
addition, the right of way ends at Overland A venue, less than three blocks from the 
subject area where McDonald's Hamburgers has a granted land vacation years ago. Also 
the property to the east and west of the subject area been vacated (see attached map in 
yellow) 

City Planning reports: 
Currently the public right-of-way is been utilized for service area, parking space and 
loading area for the adjacent cmmnercial use at 10421-10431 Venice Blvd. 

Response: 
Currently, there is no service area designated at the site, only parking spaces (about 15). 
The loading for the commercial building at 10421-10431 mention by City Planning is 
building owned by the petitioner and it is part of the subject property that the petitioner is 
requesting land vacation. 
The proposed vacation area was not used for "Public" parking, and there is no city 
ordinance devoting this area to any type of use. In fact, it was not the city which 
improved this subject area, but rather a previous property owner who apparently desired 
to use the property for private purposes. Again, it is the petitioner's desire to improve 
this area with new paving, place landscaping therein and maintain both. 

City Planning reports: 
The Vacation of that site will prove to be detrimental to the public welfare of the 
community, as it is not consistent with the general plan and the future development of 
this area. 

Response: 
Current plan for an extensive metro rail does not include lines in this right-of-way, thus, 
there is no inconsistency with either the spirit or intent of the district plan. 



Also properties on both sides of the subject property had been vacated by the City years 
ago which eliminates the continuity of the public right-of-way. 

Petitioner's conclusion: 
The owner is willing to enter into agreement with the city that the vacated area is to be 
used for parking only. In our mind, the slight degree of constraint which the city would 
suffer due to less than half block of a "consistent" right-of-way for a transit system that 
the subject area is not part of is more than offset by the advantage of the new 
improvement to the subject area, assured privately funded maintenance and keeping the 
owner in business and preventing extra hardship. 

Thus, it is our hope the Public Worlc Committee will favorably concur with our petition 
for vacation of the subject area. 

Best regards 
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